


Level 3 - Java

GUI Calculator



JAVA

Java is a high-level, class-based, object-oriented 
programming language that is designed to have as few 
implementation dependencies as possible. 

It is a general-purpose programming language intended to 
let programmers write once, run anywhere (WORA),[17] 

meaning that compiled Java code can run on all platforms 
that support Java without the need for recompilation.

Java was originally 
developed by James 
Gosling at Sun 
Microsystems (which 
has since been 
acquired by Oracle) 



Task

A Maths class has run out of calculators! 

Using Java, create a GUI-based calculator that 
the class can use while they wait for their 
replacements.



Process

In this project we will be making a GUI based 
calculator in Java. In this project we will:

• Let the user type in 2 numbers

• Allow the user to select an operator

• Perform the operation and display the result to 
the user

Extension

• Develop and create your own design for the 
calculator



Before You Start…

Create a new Java project. If you are not sure 
what steps to take, use the Intro To Java 
resource.

Have your IDE file system set up in the 
following way:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1RXdgbP2qJbFF4FKw8mm3ztz2fSyA4e2D/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=108258217855744158084&rtpof=true&sd=true


Note on Errors

Java is slightly more complex than Python – with more complexity, 
comes more possibility! But also more potential errors.

Hovering over red underlined code often shows a list of possible 
solutions.

For example, if you 
get an error such as 
‘this package is not 
accessible’, hover 
over your code and 
select the following.



What it will look like…



Graphical User Interface

A GUI (or Graphical User Interface) is a form of user interface that 
allows users to interact with electronic devices through graphical 
icons and buttons.



Step 1
Create a GUI window

Inside of this class, we 
create a JFrame called 
‘windowCalculator’ –
this is the window where 
our calculator will sit

The main() function is 
where our window is 
first initialized.

The initialize() 
function is where we 
will design and code the 
functionality of our 
calculator.

Once you have created a class, set up your code in the following 
way



Step 2
Establishing our window

Inside here, we establish the main properties 
of our window, such as the size, the layout 
and the title.

So far all we have is a plain window – lets 
add some features!



Step 3
Adding components to our window

Near the top of the code, we can set 
up the components we are going to have 
in our calculator.

(Don’t worry about the error messages! 
These will be fixed as we go along)

Add the following code inside of 
our initialize() function.

It should 
look 
something 
like this!



Step 4
Adding more components to our window

Add these into your initialize() function! The result label will be 
invisible but you should see 4 operator! buttons



Action Listeners

Action Listeners in Java are sections of code that are run in response to an event, such 
as a button being pressed or a window loading up.



Step 5
Adding functionality to our buttons

For each button, we want an ActionListener that will get the numbers from 
the text fields, perform an operation on them and then display the result 
to the user

Challenge: Can you add an ActionListener to the other buttons?

Inside, we create a sum variable, which stores the result of adding the 
number in textField1 to the number in textField2 – we change the data 
type to a Float so we can handle decimal numbers.



Something like this…

Challenge: Can you add a CLEAR button that 
will clear all information from the screen?



Step 6
Adding a clear button

To add a clear button, the ActionListener will set all textFields and 
labels to ‘null’ (this will just clear them).



Extension

Lets add some colour to our buttons! Using the following examples, try 
and personalize your calculator.

Be creative! Feel free to customize the calculator GUI as much as you 
want – can you move buttons around or change the font?



Conclusion…

Learning Outcomes:

✔ Learn how to create a Java project
✔ Create a window
✔ Take user input using a GUI
✔ Create functional buttons
✔ Output information using a GUI



Links to Everyday Life…

At Work

Calculators are 
everywhere! Not only in 
Maths class, but on your 
phone and your computer

GUI-based applications are 
everywhere! They allow our 

programs to be more 
accessible by a wider 

range of users.



Congratulations!
You have created your own GUI based 
calculator application using Java!


